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About This Content

The Leaving Lyndow (Original Sountrack) by Phoenix Glendinning features over 22 minutes of music.

Includes 8 Audio tracks in both FLAC and MP3.

Track List

1. Last Morning (3:09)
2. Forest Walk (3:31)
3. Toma's Farm (2:18)
4. The Teahouse (2:18)
5. Distant Sails (3:58)
6. (Ambience I) (2:33)
7. (Ambience II) (2:20)
8. (Ambience III) (2:07)
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DO NOT BUY THIS GAME!!

I regret big time buying this game, the driving is like driving an ice cube. The graphics not good at all on maxed specs. Same as
a Java game. Also not as fast as you think and is pure terrible, I regret big time buying this game,. If you like turn based combat
games, this game is quite allright to be bought in a sale.
It's fun, simple and pretty (not very original though)
A lot of people mentioned it has a feel of a very eased out Darkest Dungeon, and it really does

However, there are several things that are just wrong in this game:
- UI and usability are weird and bad, it's hard to click on the desired tile sometimes, usual key shortcuts aren't there and despite
some tutorial screens, some things lacks explaining.
- Very short, very easy and forgiving... except for the character permadeath on hardcore mode, which is disproportional to
everything else.
- Lot's of exploits, specially around upgrades and gold
- Almost no lore at all
- 4 members party only shows up at the very end of the game, very frustrating
- Multiplayer is completely useless. This was first RPG i played and i still feel nostalgic about Silverfall. Story and progressing
was interesting at its time but now it falls rather flat compared to modern PRGs.. It took me awhile to get through this game but
only because I had a lot of distractions going on and I really wanted to pay attention. YakuzaK sucked me in within the first few
verses of the game. There is an atmospheric vibe that gave me the chills creating this constant pull of anticipation, I wanted to
know more. I loved the sinister effects and felt they gave a powerful punch in storytelling. If you've enveloped yourself within
the story they can really change the mood of the situation in an instant. I recommend headphones and no distractions when
playing this game!

I felt Jeong was relatable in most instances throughout the first chapter of the game as she was already in a really dark place to
begin with. Her circumstances I wont mention but they were dire and her actions felt believable to me.

There is a lot to enjoy about this game so far. The plot building, writing, character design, sound, and visual guides are all done
in a way that really work for each other and flow together seamlessly. The art design is unique and fits well with that cyberpunk
yakuza aesthetic the story is giving you.

This was a refreshing change of pace compared to the usual visual novels I play and I'm very much so looking forward to
experiencing the rest of the world of Yakuza Kiss.. Not bad ... i like it. Mahjong itself isn't even well programmed, because
often times, various puzzles were impossible to solve. This game is a joke. No possibilty to select a server, no way to get on a
server.. I have quite a lot of rail products. Have run these trains today. found no problems. They all run well.Yes there is no
headlights. Yes No passenger view. But very good value for money. Recommend them. Do read the manual. for the Class 73.
you can find it. In the Manual folder, under BR Blue Diesel Electric Pack Manual.
Hope this was helpfull.. well, its optimized like crap but looks fun. Great Game.
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Good Story
Good Music
Good Challenge
long play time
recommended to buy. stage puzzles, powerups, character handling

it has the annoyances of the platforming back then which makes it fun. Whatever you do, DO NOT buy this game from Steam.
Go directly to the developer to purchase. The developer released a hot fix two weeks ago June 7, 2016, and Steam\/Dovetail has
not updated the product as of June 20, 2016. I still cannot play KLAX because of plane collisions.

I do not recommend this product as long as Dovetail is involved. And the worst part is that Steam will not refund my money.

Update, June 27, 2016 three weeks later and still no hotfix.

Update, June 29, 2016, the developer has released SP1 available to those except Steam users, and still no sign of the hotfix for
those who bought through Steam, shame on Dovetail\/Steam.. It's nearly the same game like the normal 'Bridge Constructor', but
in this one sometimes you have to build the same bridge in three different ways to gain badges.. This game is Dope yo. You
don't think you are going to get so drawn in by a Isaac Asimov-style scope war laid out in the foundations of space on your
desktop.. Force online
No, this is my last DirT
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